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1. INTRODUCTION 
A t-partition is a pair (S, T) where S is a finite set (of points) and T is a 
collection of subsets of S (called blocks) such that every t-element subset of S 
belongs to exactly one block of T. If in the above definition “exactly one” is 
replaced by “at most one” we have the definition of a partial t-partition. The 
number 1 S 1 is called the order of the (partial) t-partition (S, t). A (partial) 
t-partition in which all of the blocks have the same size is called a (partial) 
Steiner system. In what follows we will denote a (partial) Steiner system of 
order v with block size k by S(t, k, u). It is well-known that a necessary (but 
not sufficient) condition for the existence of a S(t, k, V) Steiner system is that 
(~:~)/(~:~) be an integer for every i = 0, 1,2,..., t - 1; and that if (S, r) is a 
S(t, k, U) Steiner system then 1 T 1 = (r)/(F). If (S, P) is a partial S(t, k, v) 
Steiner system then 1 P 1 < (y)/(:). The reader is referred to the papers’ by 
H. Hanani [2] and A. Rosa and J. Doyen [l] for a fairly up-to-date account 
of Steiner systems. By a partial parallel class of blocks of the Steiner system 
(S, T) is meant a collection w of pairwise disjoint blocks of T. If the blocks of 
VT partition S then m is called a parallel class of blocks. Of course not every 
S(t, k, U) Steiner system has a parallel class (e.g., when u is not a multiple of 
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k) and so it is of considerable interest to determine in general just how large a 
partial parallel class a S(t, k, v) Steiner system must have. Along these lines, 
recently, C. C. Lindner and K. T. Phelps [3] have shown that any S(k - 1, 
k, a) Steiner system has a partial parallel class containing at least (V - k -j- 2)/ 
(k + 1) blocks for large enough v. The purpose of this paper is to generalize 
this result to S(t, k, v) Steiner systems for any 2 < t < k < a. In particular, 
we prove that any ,S(t, k, U) Steiner system has a partial parallel class contain- 
ing at least 2(v - t + l)/(k + I)(k - t + 1) blocks for large enough u. 
2. A LEMMA ON STEP FUNCTIONS 
Let [a, b] be any closed interval and a = x,, < x, < x2 < a** < x, = b 
any partition of [a, b]. In what follows we will refer to the open intervals 
(-%I 9 XL), (XL 9 x&.9 h-1 3 x,) as the parts of the partition. By a step fiction 
on [a, b] we will always mean a real valued function which, for some partition 
of [a, b], is constant on the parts and 0 on the endpoints of each part. We will 
denote by SF(u, b, r, A) the set of all step functions 4 with domain [a, b] and 
range a subset of [0, r] such that Jz 4 < A. Letfbe a continuous monotone 
increasing function on [I, m] such thatf(Z) = 0 andf(m) = r, and F a function 
on [Z, m] which satisfies 0 <F(x) \(f(x)F(m)/f(m) for all x E [!, m]. (Note in 
particular that F(Z) = 0.) If 4 is any step function in SF(u, b, r, A) then the 
companion function of #J (relative to F and f) is the step function Ff--‘$ (where 
juxtaposition denotes composition). Since f is strictly monotone, f-l exists. 
The following lemma is crucial in what follows. 
LEMMA 2.1. If F, f, and C/J are as above, then si Ff-lq5 < A(F(m)/f(m)). 
Proof. Since 0 <F(x) < f(x)F(m)/f(m) for all x E [I, m] and (f-‘&(x) E 
[I, m] for all x E [a, b] we have at once that 0 < (Ff-l&(x) < $(x)F(m)/f(m). 
Hence 0 d s”a Ff-‘4 < Jz (F(m),!f(m))+ d M(m)/f(m). 
3. PAR-CIAL PARALLEL CLASSES 
Let (S, 7’) be an S(t, k, V) Steiner system and QT a maximal partial parallel 
class having, say, s blocks. Denote by P the set of points belonging to the 
blocks of n. Since v is maximal, every t-element subset of S\P belongs to a 
block of T which intersects at least one block of rr. Denote by X the set of all 
such intersection points. If for each x E X we set t(x) = {b n (S\P) 1 b E T 
and x E b), then each (S\P, t(x)) is a partial (t - l)-partition. If b E T and 
I b n (S\P) = 6 j = k - i, then I; belongs to exactly i of the partial (t - I)- 
partitions (S\P, f(x)). As a consequence, if we deline w(6) = 0 for k - i < t, 
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w(6) = (“ri)/i for k - i > t, and W(t(x)) = &Et(Z) w(E), then (“;““) = 
CseX IV(#)). We now establish some bounds for the sums W(t(x)) to be 
used in the next section. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let I = Z(x) denote the length of the largest block in t(x). Then 
(i) IV(+)) = 0 if 1 -C t, and 
(3 WW < (:)(“i?>/(t4,)(k - 0 V-Z > t. 
Proof. The proof of part (i) is trivial and so we need consider only case 
(ii). If I > t, we will denote by ai , i = t - 2, t - l,..., Z the number of 
blocks t(x) containing exactly i points. Now let u = g_,-, ai and denote by 
rr the partition of [0, U] given by 0 < atp2 < ate2 + at, < .a. < u - a, < u. 
For any positive integer p and real number 0 set (e), = e(0 - l)(O - 2) a*. 
(8 - p + 1) and definef(8) = (&J(t - 1) !. Thenf is a continuous mono- 
tone increasing function on [t - 2, I] and f(t - 2) = 0 and j(Z) = (&). 
Now define 
and 
F(e) = 0 for eE[t-2,t- 11, 
F(e) = (e),/t !(k - e) for eE[t- l,Z]. 
Since Z < k - 1, F is well-defined. Now for B E [t - 2, t - 11, 0 = F(e) < 
f(e)(z - t + i)/t(k - z) =f(e)(qzyf(z)). &SO for 8 E [t - 1, z], F(e)lf(e) = 
(8 - t + I)/t(k - fl) > (I - t + l)(k - I) = F(Z)lf(Z). Now define a step 
function 4 on [0, U] with respect to the partition rr by 
+w = 0, if x E (0, at-3 
j =( ) t-l ’ if x E ( y ai, i ai) and aj # 0, id-2 i4-2 
if x= C aj, j = t + 2 )...) 1. 
i-t-2 
Then s: rj = &, a&). This last sum is, of course, the number of (t - l)- 
element subsets of S\P which occur in the blocks of t(x). Since (S\P, t(x)) is a 
partial (t - l)-design, it follows that Ji 4 < (v<y). Since each C1,) < (&), 
4 E WO, u, (t!d, K?>>- H ence, by Lemma 2.1 we must have FV(t(x)) = 
ji Ff-lfi < c$)F(Z)/f(Z) = (:)cL?)/(,!,)(k - I) which completes the proof. 
In what follows the point x E X will be called a major point if some block 
of t(x) contains k - 1 points. Otherwise it is minor. 
LEMMA 3.2. L-et b be a block of a maximal partial paraZZeZ class n of 
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maximal size. If b contains two or more major points, then for each 
x E X n b, t(x) contains at most (k - l)~;!~l)/(~:~) blocks of size k - 1. 
Proof. As noted earlier, (S\P, t(x)) is a partial (t - I)-design. Let xl and 
x2 be any two major points belonging to the block b, and let b, be a block of 
size k - 1 in t(x,). If f(x,J denotes the subset of blocks of t(x.J each of which 
contains k - I points, then each of these blocks must intersect b1 , since if 
bg E I(x,) and b, and b, are disjoint, then (n\(b)) u (b, u {x1>, bz u (x2)) is a 
larger partial parallel class of blocks than V. Now let y be any point belonging 
to b, and denote by J(x.J the set of blocks of t(xz) which contain y. Since 
f(xJ is a partial S(t - 1, k - 1, v - sk) Steiner system, if we delete the point 
y from each block of J(xd the result is a partial S(t - 2, k - 2, v - 1) 
Steiner system. As noted in the introduction such a partial system can contain 
at most (B;?;l)/(t:i) blocks and so 1 J(x& < ~;?;‘)/(~$). Hence bl can 
intersect at most (k - 1)(21;!$‘)/(~~) blocks of i(xz). 
4. LOWER BOUNDS FOR MAXIMAL PARTIAL PARALLEL CLASSES 
We are now in a position to extablish lower bounds for the sizes of the 
largest and smallest maximal parallel classes in Steiner systems. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (S, T) be any S(t, k, v) Steiner system. Then the 
smallest maximal parallel class(es) of (S, T) contains at least (v - t + l)/ 
k(k - t + 1) blocks. 
Proof. Using the notation of section 3 and Lemma 3.1. we have (“tsk) = 
LX WW d LX (“‘?>C’L’?:s>/<%%~ - 0 < W’i%“%k~_;‘) sin= (:>I 
C?,)(k - 1) is monotone increasing in 1 for t < k - 1. Solving the inequality 
completes the proof. 
For maximal partial parallel classes with as many blocks as possible w 
obtain a bound which is approximately twice as great for sufficiently large v. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (S, T) be any S(t, k, v) Steiner system. Then the largest 
partial parallel classes have at least 2(v - t + l)/(k + l)(k - t + 1) blocks, 
whenever v > (2k[2k(k - 1)2(k - t) - (t - l)(k - t - l)] + t - I)/ 
(ka - kt - t -b 1). 
Proof. Let T be a partial parallel class of largest possible size s. We 
divide the blocks of VT into two sorts: (a) blocks containing at most one point 
x E X such t(x) contains a block of size k - 1, and (b) blocks containing at 
least two points x, y E X such that each of t(x) and t(y) contain a block of 
s&k- 1. 
We suppose that there are A blocks of type (a) and B blocks of type (b). 
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Let b be a block of type (a). Then 
by Lemma 3.1. Let us denote the right hand side of the above by C, . Let b 
be a block of type (b). Then 
by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. Let us denote the right hand side of the above by C, . 
Hence Cyks) = CzeX WW) < AC, + BC, . 
If C, < C, , then (oykk) d C&4 + B) = C,s. Solving, we obtain s 3 
2(u - t + l)/(k + l)(k - t + 1). 
We now note that ifs ,< 2(v - t + l)/(k + l)(k - t + 1) then (U - sk) > 
s[k2-kt-t++]/2+t-I. Hence if C2>C1 and s<2(u---t+l)/ 
(k + l)(k - t + 1) then we must have(i) (V - sk) 3 s[k2 - kt - t + 1]/2 + 
t - 1 in addition to (ii) C2 > C, . 
We show that for (iii) v > (2k[2k(k - 1)2(k - t) - (t - l)(k - t - l)] + 
t - l)/(k2 - kt - t -I- 1) these conditions cannot be met simultaneously. 
Assume the contrary and set d = t(t - l)(C, - C&(“;f?~‘) = (v - sk) 
(k - t + 1)/2 - k(k - 1)2(k - t). By (ii), this expression is negative. 
Employing (i)we obtain the inequality d > s[k2 - kt - t + l](k - t + 1)/4 + 
(t - I)(k - t + 1)/2 - k(k - 1)2(k - t). But for u 3 (2k[2k(k - 1)” 
(k - t) - (t - l)(k - t + I)] + t - l)/(k2 - kt - t + 1) we have s > 
(2(2k2(k - 1)2(k - t) - (t - I)(k - t + l))/(k2 - kt - t I l)(k - t + 1) 
contradicting the fact that d is negative. This completes the proof. 
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